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YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO 
ATTEND A  

MURDER MYSTERY PARTY… 

 
HOSTED BY  

_____________________________________ 
YOU WILL PLAY THE ROLE OF  

_______________________________________________ 
DATE  ___________________ TIME_______________ 
 SCENE OF THE CRIME __________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
RSVP:_______________________________________         

 
For more information about your party, head over to 

https://yourmysteryparty.com/monstermurder  
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INVITED GUESTS 
 

GRIMOTH JONES 
Grim Reaper & President of the International Monster Association (IMA) 

Grimoth Jones is the grim reaper and president of the International Monster Association 
(IMA).  A fun-loving comedian, this death seeker will burst into song whenever the time’s 

right. 
 

PYRA MED 
Egyptian Mummy 

Pyra Med is the ruthless prankster of the group.  Pyra isn’t respected by many of the other monsters 
and will lash out and do whatever it takes to get attention. 

 
VORHEE MYERS 

Serial Killer 
Vorhee Myers is the obsessive and heartless serial killer.  Vorhee is known to be judgmental of others 

and enjoys spreading horrible rumors about colleagues of the International Monster Association. 
 

SLIMEY GREEN 
Swamp Creature 

Slimey Green is the hyperactive swamp creature from the Glop Lagoon. A carefree creature, this 
lagoon dweller will perform rap songs about friends and current events. 

 
HOWLIE MOON 

Werewolf  
Do not invite Howlie Moon to an elegant dinner at your home.  This werewolf has horrible manners 

and shrill, shrieking laughter that would even send a screaming banshee into the abyss.   
 

PUMMY KENFACE 
Pumpkin Head  

Pummy Kenface is the friendly and nerdy pumpkin-head monster.  Pummy gets any party going with 
innovative dance moves. 

 
DRAGULA 
Vampire 

Dragula is a mysterious monster who strives to lead any group.  Dragula does what it takes to 
establish dominance over the other beasts. Some of the other monsters take great offense to this 

behavior.   
 

LIVAN GANN 
Zombie 

Livan Gann is an egotistical zombie. This one-upping undead should be avoided at the Monster 
Summit - unless you wish to hear how Livan’s done everything more and better than you have. 
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ROYAL PONG 
Giant Gorilla Beast 

A compulsive liar, even when the trust is best, Royal Pong can look you straight in the eyes and tell 
you the most outrageous tale, and you’ll believe it every time.  Don’t fall victim to this furry fiend. 

 

TANKENSTEIN 
Scientific Creation 

Tankenstein is an intellectual perfectionist with exquisite manners. This science-project-gone-right will 
cater to your every need. However, this over-indulgent behavior will drive the other monsters batty 

after a while! 
 

ONYX BLAZEN 
Sorcerer 

Onyx Blazen is a powerful sorcerer with severe anger management problems, which is a frightful 
combo since Onyx’s specialty is fire magic. Onyx is a strong leader of the Order of the Grim Knights 

and  is respected within the magical community. 
 

OCTAVUS RECLUSE 
Spider-Human Hybrid 

With eight legs and a spine-chilling persona, Octavus is the stereotype of a monster. Octavus is a 
spider activist and fights for the rights of spiders around the world.  

 

YETI BERG 
Abominable Snowperson 

Yeti Berg is the quirky monster who terrorizes the thrill-seeking humans of the Himalayas.  Yeti has a 
peculiar aversion to the word you. Upon hearing the word, Yeti goes into fits!  

 
BOGARTI BUBONIC 

Boogey Monster 
Everyone knows that Bogarti Bubonic is a kleptomaniac.  Keep your eye(s) on your belongings at the 

Monster Summit.  Not only do children around the world need to worry about Bogarti jumping out 
from under their beds, but their toys often disappear from their rooms after a good scare. 

   
DR. HECKYL / MR. JIVE 

Mad Scientist 
Dr.  Heckyl is the prototypical mad scientist, but with a sugary-sweet and meager personality. This 

doc’s altered ego is a monstrous, spiteful villain who goes by the name of Mr. Jive. 
 

MINOT ORMAN 
Beast 

Minot Orman is the neighborhood gossip with greedy tendencies. This is one beastly brute that puts 
meaning in the term watch your back, as Minot is concerned about one and only one thing…Minot 

Orman. 
 

TEDDIE FRUGAL 
Nightmare Haunter 

Teddie Frugal is the penny-pinching nightmare haunter.   Teddie must always have the final word to 
end a conversation. Be careful - if things don’t go Teddie’s way, you’ll pay the price with nightmares. 
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APARI SHON 
Ghost 

Apari Shon is a must to invite to any gathering, as Apari’s random animal impersonations keep 
everyone entertained. This witty spectral is predictable, and you will always know where you stand.  

 
OZBOURNE OF THE DARK 

Ruler of Darkness 
Ozbourne is the egotistical Ruler of Darkness. Ozbourne will spout out rhymes about anything 

happening in the vicinity.  There is never a dull moment with this dark royalty, as Ozbourne always 
keeps the pot stirred. 

 
OCULON MONO 

Cyclops 
Oculon Mono is the most brilliant monster in the International Monster Association. A pure genius, you 

should look for this monster if you are seeking sound advice.  Listen carefully, as Oculon can only 
speak in a whisper. 

 
CRUSTINA ANGRILARA 

Zombie Pop Star 
Crustina Angrilara is the passionless zombie pop star. She speaks without a shred of emotion and has 

never cracked a smile. Crustina doesn’t get along with other monsters but will attend the Monster 
Summit so her callous voice will be heard.  

 
SLOBBERNOSE 

Alien 
Slobbernose will lighten up any monster gathering. This alien loves to dance and have a great time.  

Slobbernose is a dedicated friend and a great listener.  
 

ROBOTRON 
Evil Robot 

Robotron is an evil robot who sells spooky wares to other monsters at the warehouse club store, 
Fiends R Us.  A gossip who speaks with a whiny, high-pitched robotic voice, Robotron tries to predict 
the future. Nobody knows if these predictions are accurate, but the future will answer that question.   

 

GRONDAY PEDS 
Big Foot 

Gronday Peds is an elusive and mysterious monster who lives in the mountains.  This big-footed 
monster is great at doing impersonations of forest animals. Gronday is one of the largest and scariest 

looking monsters but is a teddy bear at heart.   
 

SHEILA DEVILLE 
She-Devil 

Ironically, this demon is one of the friendliest monsters you’ll meet at the Monster Summit.  She is 
lovable and a blast to be around. She recites poems for anyone who will listen, but don’t expect to 

witness any talent. 
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MEDUSA OBLONGATA 
Snake Person 

Medusa Oblongata couldn’t tell a lie if it were needed for survival. This is one abrasive snake person 
that tells it how it is!  You should hope that this serpent doesn’t find anything negative about you, or 

everybody will know your secrets. 
 

SAMARA RING 
Dead Insane Girl Who Lives in a Well 

Samara Ring is a flaky and emotional monster at the Monster Summit. Some say it’s because she 
spends months at a time alone in her well...or maybe it’s because of the trauma of being murdered 

long ago!  Whatever it is…she needs to get over it already!    
 

SNAKY LAKE 
Lochness Monster 

Do it once and check it five times’ is Snaky Lake’s motto!  This neurotic Lochness monster is the one to 
be around at a party, as this slithery beast loves to engage in lively chats with other monsters. Snaky is 

full of stories, so get ready for a long conversation with this leviathan.    
 

ROBIN RED 
Little Dead Riding Hood 

The emotional Robin Red lives in the forests of Mount Immortality.  Robin had big dreams of 
becoming a pop idol before a big, bad wolf took her life a few years ago while she was visiting her 

grandmother.  Now she’s a zombie without a purpose, and she is envious of the living.   
 

GHOULDENDUST 
Dark Fairy  

The frugal and inquisitive Ghouldendust is a notorious dark fairy in the monster world.  Known to be a 
devious genius, this wicked pixie will keep you on your toes, as you’ll never know what’s coming next.    
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